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STABILITY CONTROL OF A HYBRID WHEEL-LEGGED

ROBOT USING POTENTIAL FIELD APPROACH
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This paper concerns the control of an autonomous high mobility wheel-legged
rover evolving on uneven terrains. A new control strategy, using active redun-
dancies of the robot, leads to elaborate a posture control based on the potential
field approach of the stability measurement. Then a decoupled posture and tra-
jectory control algorithm based on the velocity model of the robot is proposed.
Last, simulation results showing performance of the control algorithm are pre-
sented.
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1. Introduction

The main field of this research project deals with the mobility of au-

tonomous robotic rovers navigating over an unknown natural environment.

Many potential applications like planetary or extreme environment (vol-

canic, arctic or desert) exploration, agriculture, defense, demining, and

others various missions in hazardous areas can be considered. Therefore

autonomous mobile robots must be able to move on a wide variety of ter-

rains while ensuring the integrity of the system (i.e. the stability holding to

avoid tipover). The main difficulties in this kind of environment are due to

the geometrical and physical soil properties (large slopes, roughness, rocks

distribution, soil compaction, friction characteristics, etc).

High mobility hybrid systems – such as Hylos1, Workpartner2, or

Athlete3 robots – combine both advantages of wheeled and legged vehi-

cles: the ability to ensure some higher velocity than legged systems for the

first one, and to cross over terrains with high discontinuities (like rocks,

steps, gaps, etc) for the second.
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Fig. 1. Hylos I (left) and Hylos II (right)

In the paper, we propose to analyze the problem of stability control

for the Hylos robots which were developed in our lab (see Fig. 1). These

rovers are high mobility redundantly actuated hybrid systems. They are

lightweight (around twenty-five kilogrammes) robots with sixteen actively

actuated degrees-of-freedom. Because of active internal mobilities, the con-

trol of their posture should be considered. The problem of posture con-

trol for this kind of robotics system is quite challenging as the system ex-

hibits complex dynamic interactions with the environment when evolving

on roughly irregular terrain.

Control approaches of such redundantly actuated systems have been

proposed in previous works4,5,1. In this study, the proposed posture con-

trol consists in modifying the robot posture in order to ensure its stability

without specifying strictly a postural state. The posture correction is so

made only when the stability of wheel-legged vehicle is jeopardized. The

proposed controller is based on the technique of “potential fields” for which

artificial potential reflecting the rover tipover stability margin is used.

In section 2, after the introduction of the used stability margin, the po-

tential field based on stability measurement is proposed. Section 3 presents

the formulation used to develop the kinematic model of a hybrid wheel-

legged robot. Next, decoupled posture and trajectory control algorithm is

described in section 4. Finally, results of simulation to validate this new

stability control strategy are shown in the last section 5.

2. Stability Margin and Linked Potential Field

2.1. Stability Margin

The control method presented in this paper considers the vehicle movement

on an irregular terrain without discontinuities. Thus, the tipover stability

margin is mainly constrained by the terrain geometry. To ensure the in-

tegrity of the vehicle crossing over an uneven terrain, its stability margin
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index must be estimated all the time. The “tipover stability margin” pro-

posed by Papadopoulos and Rey6 is used.

This tipover stability margin takes into account both the distance of the

projected center-of-gravity (c.o.g) to the support polygon and its vertical

position relatively to the average plane defined by contact points Ci. More-

over, all the external forces working on the c.o.g of the vehicle, including

gravity, are considered. The formalism can be described briefly as follows

(see Fig. 2): the line joining two consecutive terrain-contact points Ci de-

fines a tipover axis ai. The unit vector hi of the axis joining the vehicle

c.o.g, G, to the center of each tipover axis is computed. Then, the angle υi

between each hi and the tipover contribution f∗

i, computed from the total

external force τt = {ft,mt} applied to the vehicle, gives the stability angle

over the corresponding tipover axis. Considering only quasi-static evolution

of the vehicle here, the total external force τt is reduced to its own weight.

The stability angle υi is therefore defined as the angle between hi and the

gravity resultant g. The overall vehicle stability margin ms is also defined

as the minimum of all stability angles υi:

ms = min (υi) for i = {1, ..., n} (1)

G
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mt
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i
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pi
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an

Fig. 2. Used stability margin by Papadopoulos and Rey

2.2. Stability Potential Field

In using the artificial potential field approach described by Khatib7, a sta-

bility potential function relative to the stability margin described in the

previous section has been defined. This stability potential function Ustab

results from the sum of each Ustab i
, which specified to each stability angles

υi. The stability potential function Ustab results from the sum of each Ustab i
,

of which the specific form of repulsive potential function has been chosen

in accordance with the potential field approach.
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Ustab(q) =
∑

i

Ustab i
(q) (2)

with

Ustab i
(q) =











1

2
kstab

(

1

υi(q)
−

1

υ∗

)2

if υi ≤ υ∗

0 if υi > υ∗

(3)

where υi is the stability angle or tipover angle relative to ith tipover axis,

υ∗ is the stability angle limit. Thus, the threshold of stability measurement

from action must be defined in order to maintain an acceptable stability.

kstab is a constant gain.

3. Kinematic Model

In this paper, the same formalism as the one defined on previous works1,8

is used and adapted to the specific kinematics of the Hylos II robot.

The differential kinematic model is obtained by means of the velocity

composition principle expressed in the contact frame RCi
:

vs = −vc + vpi
+ vx (4)

where

• vs is the sliding velocity of the contact point Ci,

• vx is the velocity of Ci due to platform motion with respect to ground,

• vpi
is the velocity of Ci due to leg’s motion with respect the platform,

• vc = rωiti is the wheel circumferential velocity with respect to the leg.

On the assumption of pure rolling (slip velocity is null), we then obtain

from equation (4) by projection on the contact frame:

Rt
i Li ẋ + Rt

i Jpi
θ̇i − r ωiti = 0 (5)

where Ri is matrix rotation of contact frame with respect to platform frame

and ωi is the ith wheel rate.

Finally, we obtain, in matrix-form, the velocity equation for the whole

system composed of four wheel-leg chains:

L ẋ + J q̇ = 0 (6)

where L is the locomotion matrix which gives the wheel contribution to the

plateform movement, J corresponds to the Jacobian matrix of wheel-legged

kinematic chain, and where x and q are respectively vectors of the platform

parameters and the articular-joint parameters of wheel-legged chains.
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4. Decoupled Control
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Fig. 3. Control scheme

The motion control of the studied redundant systems is based on the

resolution of the inverse velocity model. Several classical approaches of re-

dundancies control and issued from manipulators control have been consid-

ered 9–12. In order to solve inverse model of equation (6), the task in the

operational space is defined following two modalities: one relative to the

robot posture and the other for the trajectory control.

Thus the vector of platform velocities ẋ = (ẋ, ẏ, ż, ϕ̇, ψ̇, θ̇)t – input of

inverse model – is split into two sub-vectors ẋt and ẋp which put together

respectively trajectory and posture terms:

ẋt = (ẋ, ẏ, θ̇)t = St ẋ and ẋp = (ż, ϕ̇, ψ̇)t = Sp ẋ (7)

where St and Sp are appropriate sorting matrices.

Next the inverse kinematic model solution results from three consecutive

steps. Each one corresponds to the resolution of system (6) projected onto

one of the contact frame axis (ni, then ti and li). These steps lead to

determine successively the joint rates q̇a of the robot (i.e. q1i
and q2i

), then

the wheel rates ω, and finally the steering rates γ̇. The matrices Sqa
, Sγ

et Sω are defined to sort respectively the joint parameters relative to the

posture, the direction change and the wheel rotation:

q̇a = Sqa
q̇ γ̇ = Sγ q̇ ω = Sω q̇ (8)

At each step of this resolution, analyses are made, leading to simplify

and to neglect some terms issued from sorting. Thus, the projection of

equation (6) on n, the set of vectors ni, gives the following equation:

PnL ẋ + PnJ q̇ = 0 (9)
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where Pn is the projection matrix associated to n. Appropriate simplifica-

tions give relation (10) : the terms relative to the trajectory are inconside-

rable for small pitch and roll angles, those referring to wheel rates have no

effect on the robot posture, and the weak influence of direction axis rates

on instantaneous velocities field of the Hylos robot could be neglected.

pLn ẋp + qaJn q̇a = 0 (10)

with pLn =
(

PnLSp
t
)

and qaJn =
(

PnJSqa

t
)

. This relation allows to

determine the posture kinematic vector ẋp from the following equation:

ẋp = −pLn
+ qaJn q̇a

= −pLn
+ qaJn ∇U

(11)

where pLn
+ represents the pseudo-inverse matrix of pLn. The input of this

reducted inverse kinematic model is q̇a, which is substituted by the poten-

tial field gradient ∇U , established previously in order to act on the robot

posture (see Sec. 2).

Then the projection of the equation (6) on the set of ti leads to equa-

tion (12), which, once simplifications made (Eq. 13), leads to the expression

of ω (Eq. (14)):

PtL ẋ + PtJ q̇ = 0 (12)

For the same previous reason, the terms of direction axis rates are also

ignored.

PtL ẋ + qaJt q̇a + ωJt ω = 0 (13)

with qaJt =
(

PtJSqa

t
)

and ωJt =
(

PtJSω
t
)

. Then the posture control

ẋp, issued from the previous step of algorithm resolution (Eq. (11)), and

the desired trajectory ẋt are inputed in the equation (14). As previously,

q̇a has been substituted by the potential field gradient ∇U .

ω = − (ωJt)
−1

(

tLt ẋt + pLt ẋp + qaJt ∇U
)

(14)

The last step leads to determine the steering rate γ̇i. In resolving the

non-holonomic constraints (N.H.C.), the desired steering angles γi are de-

termined. A simple proportional controller based on the positioning error

is used to compute the rate γ̇.

γ̇ = {γ̇i} with γ̇i = Kγ(γi − γim
) (15)

where γim
is the measure of the steering angle, and Kγ is a gain control.

The whole posture control algorithm is summed up through the control

scheme depicted in figure 3.
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5. Results

In the first time, the proposed posture control algorithm has been evaluated

in simulation in order to validate its running principle. As shown in figure 4,

this one has consisted in modeling kinematics behaviour of the Hylos robot

in a sinuous elevation ground with a loop trajectory (going from point “A”

to point “B”). The results of this simulation are presented through figures

5 and 6, which depict respectively the evolution of the stability margin and

the global potential generated for the posture correction.

As planned, a posture correction of the robot is made when the stabi-

lity margin dropes under the stability margin limit. Every time that this

case appears, the potential function relative to the stability measurement

becomes non-null (see Fig. 6). In line with the equation (11), this gene-

rated potential acts directly on the robot posture in order to preserve its

stability. Except a slight excess when the first correction is needed just

after 2.7 seconds of simulation, until the posture correction has been ef-

ficient, the stability margin does not jut out above the stability margin

limit (see Fig. 5). Thus the robot stability is preserved without imposing a

specific posture.
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Fig. 4. Robot simulation on a sinuous elevation terrain with a “loop” trajectory
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6. Conclusion and Future Works

In this paper, a new stability control strategy for a wheel-legged robot has

been proposed. This one is come from the idea to use active redundancies

of the studied rover in order to ensure its stability without imposing a

particular posture, as made in previous works1. This strategy needed to set

up a decoupled control of posture and trajectory. An original velocity based

control algorithm has been presented. This approach allows to carry out the

desired behaviour of the robot. The algorithm has been validated through

simulations, showing the capabilities of a such redundantly actuated robot

to ensure both its stability margin during the whole motion on uneven

terrain and a specified trajectory.

As future works, the stability measurement is solved with considering

the dynamics of the system. Experiments with the Hylos robot are also in

progress. Shortly the practical feasibility of this control approach will be

evaluated and validated through these experiments.
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